AGENDA FOR A MEETING OF THE
MESONET STEERING COMMITTEE

July 17, 1992 -- 9:30 AM
Conference Room D, Sarkeys Energy Center
The University of Oklahoma

NOTE: Special demonstration on sensor calibration procedures for
the Oklahoma Mesonet is scheduled to begin at 9:00 AM in Room
EC-1510.

I. Welcome and Approval of Minutes from June 30

II. Introduction: Ken Meyers, Supervising Electronics Technician

III. Update on Site Selection/Land Use Agreements (Carlson/Shafer)

IV. Update on Tower Installation (Hughes)

V. Personnel
   A. Recruitment of Journeymen Electronic Technicians (Meyers)
   B. Approval to re-appoint several Mesonet staff (Crawford)

VI. Project Manager’s Report (Brock)
   A. Final Update on Equipment Purchases
   B. Equipment Delivery Update
   C. Status of OLETS Upgrade
   D. Status of data base software and State Fair demonstration
   E. Update on bulletin board and handshaking software
   F. Public Displays
   G. FCC radio frequency application (Shafer)

VII. Updates on Complementary Projects
   A. EPRI funding (Elliott)
   B. ARS Cooperative Agreement (Elliott)
   C. EARTHSTORM/ARM (R. McPherson/Stadler)

VIII. Proposal to Private Foundation (Elliott)

IX. Update on Miscellaneous Activities
   A. Data Sharing/User Fees Draft
   B. New Steering Committee Member (Crawford)
   C. Next Newsletter
   D. Mesonet Baseball Caps
   E. Draft of Proposed Color Brochure for Oklahoma Mesonet

X. Other Business and Announcements

XI. Next Meeting: Week of August 17 in Stillwater??